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By ST AFF REPORT S

British department store chain Harrods will open a line of standalone beauty stores called H beauty, increasing its
commitment to a sector that is linked by millennials and Gen Z to wellness and health.

The new H Beauty store will launch in the spring at intu Lakeside, Essex, followed by a second location in Milton
Keynes, both towns in the England region. The stores will showcase the top beauty brands from around the world,
with supporting experiences.

""From the rise of K-Beauty and J-Beauty to personalization, the ability to express our individuality through beauty
today is extraordinary," said Annalise Fard, director of beauty at Harrods, London, in a statement.

"We are entering an era of true self-expression, empowerment and celebration of identity, and I can't wait for H
beauty to be a destination for beauty lovers to play, explore and try," she said.

H to wow
The announcement comes soon after Harrods said it will launch its first standalone caf destination in its Henley on
Thames store, upping the experiential component of a shopping trip.

Called H Caf, the restaurant will offer dine-in and dine-out options, including brunch, working lunches and
sandwiches. It will mirror the food-to-go and deli offerings from Harrods' food halls and restaurants (see story).

The moves to upgrade the food and beauty experiences under the Harrods and H sub-brand are part of a larger plan
to prove the relevance of department stores with their big-tent approach to shopping options, experiences and under-
one-roof assortment of brands.

The 23,000-square-foot store in Essex, like all H beauty locations, will house premium and luxury brands such as
Dior, Chanel and Huda Beauty, as well as new labels.
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H beauty shoppers can expect blow-dries and facials as well. They will be able to have drinks and light refreshments
at the H beauty coffee-to-cocktail bar.

HARRODS CLAIMS its goal with H beauty is to disrupt the current British beauty retail market by taking its beauty
authority beyond its flagship Knightsbridge store in London for the first time.

"Nobody is doing or investing more to showcase to customers what is possible in the world of 21 -century beauty
than Harrods," Ms. Fard stated.

"With the opening of our new state-of-the-art beauty retail space in Knightsbridge in June 2019 and the 9,000-square-
foot skincare emporium in October 2019, we are on a mission to show the world the art of what is truly possible in
the world of beauty today," she said.

"H beauty is an opportunity to bring our mission to more beauty lovers across the U.K. This investment demonstrates
our belief in the strength of our beauty authority and the opportunities within the beauty industry here in the U.K., and
represents a major extension to our current beauty business."
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